
     HappyDay CSA Newsletter  

Week 22 Wed November 16 CSA Share:  

- Sweet Yellow Onion   - Salad mix 

- Potatoes        - Garlic                - Sweet/Hot Peppers      

- Braising mix        - Tomato           - Beets/Carrots 
 

     Boy it sure has gotten cold!  I struggle with the chilly weather: I'm much more of a hot 

crop, tending to wither with the frost.  Already I long for the warm days of summer, though the 

comfort of the wood stove does much to ease the chill.  Even though things have been cold at 

night, we've made much progress and life in the su is beautiful :).   

     We're moving back into the cool weather crops, and we're excited about the braising mix 

and the salad mix this week.  It's the first lettuce we've had here on the farm in quite awhile 

because I had some hiccups in my planting schedules, so we're super stoked to be mopping it up 

again:).  Potatoes, onions and garlic from Irene can all be baked with the beets, carrots and 

peppers as a stand-alone veggie bake or with chicken or beef (see recipe).   

       I've been reading all sorts of different perspectives on extending my growing season here 

in this lovely micro-climate.  We've seen our first hard frosts, which has definitively given my 

quest a greater sense of urgency.  I'm hoping to keep the tomatoes going on into December so 

I've run a large section of the Agrribon frost blanket over the top to protect them.  I'm figuring 

out my design for some hard greenhouse plastic covers for individual plants and chunks of rows 

and I'm excited for the challenge of growing for market in the colder time of year.   

      Here on the farm the new addition on the front of the house has provided us with the 

crucial space to bring in our storage crops, and not a moment too soon with the change in the 

weather!  We're excited about winter squash and we look forward to a winter of vegetable stews, 

curries, bakes, stir frys etc.  It's been a bit of a hectic time lately, but we're grateful for the 

blessings bestowed upon us.  We are truly lucky for the gifts and we are eager to reciprocate 

with hard work to make the most of our opportunity.  As always, we appreciate your support 

because without it the CSA wouldn't  exist.  We strive to make this a mutually beneficial 

arrangement and we look forward to hearing your suggestions or ideas about what could make it 

better in the future.   

                                             Much love, Casey :)  
Casey's Easy Recipe Action 

Veggie Bake 

 

 Dice onion, potatoes, beets, carrots and peppers into bite-sized pieces.   

 Put diced veggies in pyrex 

 Space out whole garlic heads after removing most of the outer paper.  I like to pretend there 

are 4 quadrants and put 1 head in each.  After the roasting, you can just squeeze the cloves out.  

Super uber dankle! 

 Drizzle with olive oil and seasonings of choice. 

 Bake at 350 for about an hour or to taste.   



 You can also nestle a chicken or pieces of chicken into the mix.   

 


